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PRE-CONFIGURED LECTERNS
SPACES

Inspiration Plus Lecterns 
The Inspiration Plus Lectern has a small, lightweight, and incredibly versatile design that is the ideal 
instructor lectern when space and budget money is at a premium. The Inspiration Plus’s clever design 
allows the presenter to be seated and still have leg room under the worksurface. This pre-configured 
lectern includes: Laminate work surface with coordinating edgeband and surround, balloon wheels, 
and keyboard tray. Fusion Maple/Silver.

DSC# 124332   |   Vendor# 55411-FMFMS36S1005B0010   |  Size 24.32x29x38.7in   |  SRP $1,982.00
DSC# 124333   |   Vendor# 55411-FMFMS42S1005B0010   |  Size 24.32x29x44.89in   |  SRP $2,108.00 

Compact Lectern 
The Compact Lectern brings a small but stylish lectern to the media-intensive classroom and features 
a steel chassis with integral ventilation and optional removable rack cube with front and rear access 
in the smallest footprint of the Media Manager Series. This pre-configured lectern includes: Laminate 
work surface with coordinating edgeband and surround, slide-in rack cube, metal matching side 
panels, and keyboard tray. Fusion Maple/Silver.

DSC# 124324   |   Vendor# 55212-FMFMSS10400017000   |  Size 32x24x41in   |  SRP $2,762.00

Link Lecterns 
Style meets functionality! The Link is a mid-sized lectern that is the perfect Link between the Compact 
and Elite Lecterns. This pre-configured lectern includes: Laminate work surface with coordinating 
edgeband and surround, 12 RU slide-in rack cube (DSC# 124321) or 15 RU slide-in rack cube  
(DSC# 124322), matching metal side panels, and keyboard tray. Fusion Maple/Silver.

DSC# 124321   |   Vendor# 55115-FMFMSS10070017000   |  Size 32x28.5x36in   |  SRP $3,094.00 
DSC# 124322   |   Vendor# 55115-FMFMSS20080017000   |  Size 32x28.5x41in   |  SRP $3,294.00 

Freedom One eLift Lecterns 
The Freedom One eLift Lectern is an adjustable height lectern that adjusts with a touch of a button. 
The whisper-quiet electric lift mechanism raises the lectern from  28.5 inches to 42 inches in seconds, 
making it ergonomic, ADA compliant, and the right height for everyone. This pre-configured lectern 
includes: Laminate work surface with overbridge and coordinating edgeband, twin wheels, and 
keyboard tray. Fusion Maple/Silver.

DSC# 124330   |   Vendor# 55357-FMFMSB101000100   |  Size 36.25x30x28.5in   |  SRP  $3,980.00
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Freedom One Equipment Rack
Use the Freedom One Equipment Rack when a 18RU rack is required as a stand-alone or 
connected to the Freedom One eLift Lectern. The Equipment Rack’s worksurface is made with a 
scratch-resistant high-pressure laminate. The all-steel frame has two 2-inch grommets in each side 
panel for cord access and has a durable metal finish. The ventilated side panels use chimney-effect 
cooling to keep your technology safe from overheating. This pre-configured lectern includes: 
Laminate work surface with coordinating edgeband, twin wheels, equipment rack, and solid door. 
Fusion Maple/Silver.

DSC# 124331   |   Vendor# 55358-FMFMS01110   |  Size 22.19x30x39in   |  SRP $1,972.00  

Elite Lectern 
The Media Manager Elite Lectern is easily the most practical lectern for the media-intensive 
classroom and features a steel chassis with integral ventilation, a removable rack cube with front 
and rear access, and the largest locking document camera drawer in the industry. This pre-
configured lectern includes: Laminate work surface with coordinating edgeband and surround, 
slide-in rack cube, and pull-out drawer on the right. Fusion Maple/Silver.

DSC# 124328   |   Vendor# 55258-FMFMSRS140000000   |  Size 38x28.5x41in   |  SRP $5,020.00 

Directors Lectern 
Looking for great worksurface space and rack space for all of your AV equipment? Look no further 
than the Director Lectern—the largest lectern in the Media Manager Series! The Director Lectern 
is used when multimedia equipment rack-mount storage is required. This pre-configured lectern 
includes: Laminate work surface with coordinating edgeband and surround, slide-in rack cube, 
metal matching side panels, and keyboard tray center. Fusion Maple/Silver.

DSC# 124325   |   Vendor# 55213-FMFMSS1400013000   |  Size 48x28.5x41in   |  SRP $5,100.00

Honors Lectern 
The Honors Lectern is the perfect mix of capability, flexibility, and aesthetics unparalleled by any 
lectern on the market. Instructors can quickly adjust the worksurface height from a sitting to a 
standing position in seconds with a powerful, yet whisper-quiet lift system, all with a push of a 
button. This pre-configured lectern includes: Laminate work surface with coordinating edgeband 
and surround, right flip up shelf, slide-in rack cube, and installed power module.  
Fusion Maple/Silver.

DSC# 124323   |   Vendor# 55178-FMFMSS12401S0   |  Size 38x30x34in   |  SRP $7,550.00 

Freedom XRS Elite Lectern 
The Freedom XRS Elite Lectern is instructor preferred, integrator inspired, and designer approved. 
It adjusts from 32.5 inches to 40 inches and is easy to service, wire, and incorporate with AV 
technology. This pre-configured lectern includes: Laminate work surface with coordinating 
edgeband and surround, right instruction orientation, rack cabinet, and keyboard tray.  
Fusion Maple/Silver.

DSC# 124329   |   Vendor# 55289-FMFMSS1R3010000   |  Size 62x29x32in   |  SRP $8,632.00 
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